
This was submitted by Simon Pelletier who took the photo when on 
the bridge of the “MSC ALYSSIA” . 
Simon was however pleased to see the new Ladder Poster displayed.  

After 4 years of waiting, the 25th IMPA Congress in Cancun brought our 
community back together. The Congress was marked by a demonstration 
of the commitment of our community to promote safe, sound and 
environmentally sustainable pilotage, and recognition of exemplary 
efforts to advance and advocate for our profession. It was as if we had 
never been apart. 

I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate the newly elected 
members of our Executive, and to thank our community for the 
confidence once again conferred on me as President of our Association.

It is becoming clear that a good job is no longer 
enough. Where pilotage is duly regulated, our 
profession consistently offers society and 
industry a 99.5% safety record. As Secretary 
General Lim himself reflected: Pilots have 
always been vital to ensuring safety of 
navigation in key ports and shipping lanes and 
are crucial in sustaining the global supply chain, 
using specialised knowledge and expertise.  

This is the minimum value that anyone who 
considers alternative models for shipping in 
treacherous waters must surpass. Equally, 
this value is frequently taken for granted. 
We will need to demonstrate the diversity of 
our contribution to society and the industry 
so we can collectively challenge new drivers 
for inappropriate interference in regulated 
pilotage.  

Our community faces new challenges. We 
have seen how proactive effort to show value 
to stakeholders in pilotage beyond safety 
outcomes has become useful for some of 
our member organisations. Equally, proactive 
approaches to succession planning and 
training have become vital for others. Maritime 
Autonomous Surface Ships stay a perennial 
source of concern and an area in which pilotage 
is perceived by evangelists to be a threat to 
technology centred shipping. 

Shipping is under pressure from regulators, 
investors and supply chains to clean up its act. 
These pressures may have consequences for 
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pilots. Whether the challenge to reduce the impact of fossil 
fuels now, or to manage the consequences of the need to 
adopt sustainable alternative fuels in the future, we should 
expect that these developments will encourage some to 
suggest revisiting competition between pilot groups in the 
same pilotage waters– even if the evidence is clear there are 
no societal gains in terms of safety and efficiency to expect 
here – to develop new performance indicators and propose 
new operating models for pilotage. 

And old challenges. We owe it to our families and colleagues 
to advance the safety culture in pilotage. The persistent annual 
average rate of deaths per pilot year remains unacceptable. 
Report non-compliant ladders for the benefit of your 
colleagues worldwide using the Safety Observation Tool; and 
know how to use your personal protective equipment. IMPA 
will continue to push for regulatory interventions to address 
the frequency with which we are faced with non-compliant 
boarding arrangements. 

The challenges are growing, but so is our stock. Regulated and 
effective pilotage offers the cost-effective expertise necessary 
to responsibly extend the operational parameters on access of 
very large ships to ports and on the capacity of ports, rivers and 
canals. Low carbon intensity shipping needs pilots and benefits 
from regulated and effective pilotage service. If we combine 
this with the endeavours of our community to explore the 
opportunities for zero-emissions pilot boats, we have a value 
proposition that is not easily dismissed.  

I have recalled before that our work largely goes unnoticed 
and that this is how it should be. This is no longer the case. The 
opportunities of safe, sound and environmentally sustainable 
pilotage need to be at the front of our stakeholders’ minds. 
That means showing that pilotage is not just something 
pilots do; it is a service that a world facing a crisis cannot 
do without.  

Dear Colleagues,

This ought to mean that MSC 106 in November will be able to 
direct China’s ladder paper (s), and IMPA comments thereon 
to NCSR 10 in 2023. Whilst on the subject of IMO it was 
more than just a social call by Secretary General, Kitack Lim 
to IMPA 2022 in Cancun. In private discussions Mr Lim covered 
ground including IMPA’s part in the Human Element Industry 
group (HEIG), advice on promoting work items, and steered 
us towards a potential joint IMO/IMPA Pilotage seminar at 
IMO ahead of MSC 106. We are working hard to bring this to 
fruition and its also interesting to read some of Mr Lim’s words 
to us last week:

“Upon my return to London, I am writing to express my warm 
appreciation for the fruitful meeting we had in the margins of 
the International Maritime Pilots’ Association (IMPA) Congress 
2022. 
I wish to express my congratulations for the excellent 
organization of this very successful event. I was very pleased to 
have the opportunity to deliver a keynote address. 

The Congress successfully achieved its objective to emphasize 
the vital role of pilots in ensuring safety of navigation in key ports 
and shipping lanes throughout the globe. It also successfully 
allowed a platform for a wide range of stakeholders to work 
together to find solutions to ensure that the resilience of global 
supply chains is always safeguarded. 

IMPA expertise on the process to ensure that technology and 
the human element operate compatibly in a manner that 
promotes maritime safety as a first priority is greatly valued by 
IMO. Since IMPA gained consultative status at IMO in 1973, 
we have welcomed regular input to the work of IMO’s various 
committees and sub-committees. 
 
Finally, I wish to thank you once again and your team for ensuring 
that my visit to Cancun went smoothly and I look forward to 
continuing the fruitful cooperation between IMO and IMPA in 
the future”.

I reproduce the message in full above, without apologies, as 
it encapsulates the “regulatory” view of your work. Mr Lim’s 
words on the human element are interesting too as IMPA is a 
member of the “Human Element Industry Group”, a ‘people’ 
group within IMO.

Hopefully too after our meetings with IMO in Cancun we will 
be hosting a Pilotage Seminar for Port & Flag States at IMO at 
the end of this year.

For the staff Cancun was an affirmation that IMPA is on the 
right track, but as ever needs to do much more.

In the afterglow of the Cancun Conference the IMPA office staff have returned to London and 
straight back to IMO for NCSR 9. This was a hybrid meeting but IMO has just issued a notice of 
its intention to return to face-to-face meetings this autumn. 

Message from the Secretary General
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The technical reasons for this don’t need to be repeated, sufficient to 
suggest that improvements in basic seamanship would itself produce 
significant reductions. But pilots need to remain vigilant and exercise 
caution at all times. They also (and this is discussed within these 
pages), need to be absolutely sure that they have the very best 
insurance, to cover the varied graduations of accident which may, just 
possibly, befall them.

There are certain attributes that you tend to associate with pilots. The 
pilot provides the local knowledge - that goes without saying, but he or 
she also requires a degree of adaptability that may not be granted to 
many other mortals. In many ports, with what might be described as a 
“mixed trade”, the pilot will smoothly segue, often within a very short 
time, from a giant of the seas to relative minnows, requiring a sense of 
spatial awareness that has to be infinitely flexible.

Pilots may alight the ladder of an inbound ship and be greeted with 
efficiency and professionalism radiating from the crew. But, in contrast, 
they will be unsurprised to enter the bridge and discover a “bridge 
team” composed of one exhausted master, who appears to speak no 
known language, but is nevertheless able to convey certain alarming 
facts; that the engine is suffering “fuel problems”, there is nobody 
competent to steer and the windlass is broken. Or worse, when the 
pilot “self-discovers” these problems, as the passage from the sea to 
the berth progresses. An ability to be “calm under fire”, might be useful 
in such circumstances, in a workplace where variety is the spice of life. 
And in a world where the bean-counters tell us that everyone has to 
do more with less, pilots are no exception. Safety envelopes may well be contracting, with bigger ships and no more space to swing them in, 

with smaller rudders as ships are optimised for deep sea passages, 
and a lot more windage in many types of vessel. And there will be a 
squeeze on the pilot’s ingrained sense of prudence, with a demand to 
get the ship in and out of the port faster, and the same bean-counters 
pressurising the master to do without that additional tug. True, the 
modern pilots may have good communications and tip-top portable 
pilot units to leave them in no doubt as to the ship’s position, but it 
might be suggested that there is probably more aboard the modern 
merchant ship to go wrong, and as that immutable law of Murphy 
informs us, it probably will. 

And while a few anecdotes retained by this mariner turned journalist 
do not amount to evidence, it is worth recalling the case of the pilot 
boat racing out to an inbound coaster and the pilot leaping aboard 
to discover, with the ship a mile off the breakwater, that not a soul 
on board was awake. The alarming characteristics of modern engine 
management systems, with a mind of its own, and a worrying need to 
go into shutdown mode, if it thinks the water is too shallow, are a rather 
newer phenomenon. It is also depressing to hear of masters who have 
been so “disempowered” by their shore managements that they have to 
seek permission from ashore to drop, or weigh, the anchor. You might 
say that danger, doubt and indecision are all part of a day’s work for a 
21st century pilot. But shouldn’t life be rather more certain?

An unusual set of skills
More than just Pilots - Words by Michael Grey.

In this so-called enlightened age, nobody surely ought to travel to or from their place 
of work in fear of their lives. Maritime pilots should be no exception to this rule, but as 
they are inescapably aware, there are too many accidents associated with the safety 
of pilot ladders, which in most ports remain the only viable way of joining or leaving a 
ship. And despite all the regulation, supervision and publicity, it is a problem that never 
seems to go away.
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Efficient, Secure, Integrated, and Automated Solutions for Pilot Dispatching for 25+ Years. 

Trusted Coast to Coast by: 

• Association of Maryland Pilots

• Savannah Pilots

• Tampa Bay Pilots

• Associated Federal Pilots of Louisiana

• San Francisco Bar Pilots

• New Orleans - Baton Rouge Steamship Pilots

• Lake Charles Pilots

• Sabine Pilots Association

• Brazos Pilots

• Columbia River Pilots

• Puget Sound Pilots

See our videos online @ pilotdispatch.com or call 504.885.8686 

• Pilot Access — Real time information
via secure website

• Window of opportunity calculations
— Support for tidal ports and
currents data; calculations based on
Association vessel and tide rules

• Flexible and customizable to your
Association

• Rule-based Dispatching – Support to
keep vessels that are too large from
meeting in the channel

• Mobile application — Available for
Pilots and Agents

• Vessel of concern tracking and safety
zones

• Multi-pilot jobs supported

• Multi-lingual service capable —
Clients speak directly to developers
— native English and Spanish
developers

• Ticketless or ticketed operations

• Tariff rule driven — tariff rules and
rates with start and end dates

• Travel arrangement tracking

• Text message integration

• Rapid job invoicing

• Pilotage Authority reporting

• Extensive Business Intelligence with
Microsoft PowerBI

• Billing efficiency — Supports
streamlined posting to the
accounting system of your choice
based on accrual or cash basis

Capabilities:
• Dispatch

• Invoice

• Secure Website

• Pilot License Management

• Mobile Application

• Maritime Partner Website

• Pilot Ladder Safety reporting 
and image capture for sharing

TM 

Download our PilotDISPATCH mobile 
app for Apple and Android phones 
and get Pilot Ladder Safety issue reporting
and documentation by email.
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The pilot showed the Master and Chief Officer his intended anchoring 
position on the ship’s ECDIS and informed them of his plan to use 
both anchors, establishing a ‘good spread’ between the port and 
starboard anchor chains. There were thunderstorms forecast for that 
afternoon that could bring strong and gusty winds to the area and 
river water levels were high, causing an outflow current of about four 
to five knots. 

The starboard anchor was let go (position 1 in the diagram). The 
vessel then manoeuvred to port and, five minutes later, the port 
anchor was also let go (position 2). The starboard anchor was heaved 
to four shackles on deck and the port to three shackles in the water. 
About 15 minutes after the port anchor was let go the pilot informed 
the Master that the anchoring was finished. The pilot was satisfied 
with the situation (position 3), but recommended keeping the engine 
on short standby due to the inclement weather that was due to arrive 
and the strong river current. Another issue was that the vessel’s stern 
was only 150 metres from the bow of another ship anchored astern 
(shown in red in the diagram).

The pilot left the vessel a few minutes later. Unknown to him, the 
vessel was not in a stable condition and continued to yaw between 
the anchors.

Even though the vessel astern was only 150 metres away, the OOW 
set the anchor watch alarm on the ECDIS for a radius of 180 metres. 
Soon, the vessel was moving astern at a speed over the bottom of 
about 1.8 knots. At 1602 there was a watch handover; the relieving 

officer, unfamiliar with the vessel’s ECDIS because he was new, asked 
why the ship was not in the middle of the ECDIS ‘anchor watch’ circle. 
The officer being relieved offered to help familiarise the relieving 
officer with the ECDIS, but they did not further discuss the vessel’s 
position at anchor as they went on to other business. About 10 
minutes later, the OOW aboard the vessel anchored astern called on 
VHF radio giving a warning – he had noticed that the general cargo 
vessel was moving astern toward his vessel. 

At 1639, the OOW became aware that they were now too close 
to the other anchored vessel. He contacted the engine room and 
engine control was received on the bridge nine minutes later. The 
Master began using full ahead engine, along with the bow thruster 
and rudder, to reduce the swing and bring the ship ahead. By this 
point, the ship was unable to turn to starboard away from the other 
anchored ship. At 1655, with the first vessel now broadside to the 
current and pushing on the bow of the other anchored vessel, both 
vessels were now dragging anchor. 

Tugs were requested to help hold and stabilise the vessel. The first 
tugarrived on scene about 30 minutes later. A further 30 minutes 
passed before pilots arrived on both vessels, but more tugs were 
needed to extricate the vessels from their position. Although these 
arrived some time later, the vessel nonetheless hit a shore dock at a 
speed of 6 knots before its bow grounded on the river bank. Damage 
to the two vessels and the dock were estimated at $16.9 million.

Two anchors are not always enough

As edited from NTSB (USA) MAB-21/15.

A loaded general cargo vessel had left berth but went to anchor in the river for repairs 
before proceeding to sea. 

Lessons learned
The first minutes after anchoring are important. Special attention 
should be given to ensuring the vessel’s anchors are indeed holding 
and the vessel is stable.

Given the distance of just 150 metres from the stern of the vessel 
to the bow of the other anchored vessel, the anchor watch alarm 
radius setting of 180 metres was too large to provide a timely 
alarm of the ship dragging.

When at anchor, all means to detect vessel movement should be 
employed. In particular, the radar should be used to crosscheck 
ranges to shore or other anchored vessels.

In this case, there were four shackles on deck on the starboard 
anchor and three in the water on the port anchor. Best practice 
with opposing forces ahead (such as in a river current) would be 
to have equal amounts deployed on each chain to avoid unequal 
distribution of stress. Unequal distribution of stress could result in 
one anchor taking the load, then dragging and putting the load on 
the other anchor, which in turn takes the load, and then drags. This 
in effect nullifies the advantages of deploying two anchors.

Readers may remember another recent MARS report where dragging 
anchor in a crowded anchorage caused problems; M202216.

•

•

•

•



We can make a distinction between pilot boarding arrangements 
which comply with the text of SOLAS regulation V/23, and unsafe 
pilot boarding arrangements which do not take into account IMO 
guidance, ISO standards and industry best practice. This distinction 
is important because whilst SOLAS regulation V/23 says what a 
compliant pilot boarding arrangement shall be, it leaves the How to 
non-mandatory guidance, ISO standards and industry best practice.  

The vast majority of incidents of unsafe practise, including presentation 
of unsafe pilot boarding arrangements, are not intentional. No Master 
or crew intentionally rigs an unsafe boarding arrangement. Moreover, 
education can be enough to avoid repetition. This suggests that 
addressing the How can yield beneficial and rapid results.  

How can we raise the profile of the How? We need to evolve the 
story of non-compliance to be less about about SOLAS regulation 
V/23, and more about the treatment of pilot boarding arrangements 
in approved safety management systems (SMS). 

The ISM Code requires the Companies responsible for operating 
ships to develop, implement and resource a SMS for the ship types 
operated. The SMS is subject to approval and periodic verification 
audits. Getting compliance with the ISM Code wrong can have very 
serious consequence.

One of the unique features of the ISM Code is that it is mandatory 
and treats regulations and guidance as equal partners in safety. This is 
reflected in the objectives of the ISM Code: 

1. Deliver compliance with mandatory IMO instruments. 1 In this
 case, SOLAS regulation V/23; 
 and 
2. The taking into account of applicable codes, guideline and
 standards recommended by the IMO 2, Administrations,  
 classification societies and marine industry organisations. 3 In  
 our case resolution A.1045(27), ISO 799-1:2019, 799-2:2021,  
 799-3:2022 and Shipping Industry Guidance on Pilot Transfer  
 Arrangements (ICS, IMPA)

A more flippant way of putting it would be: the ISM Code has been 
making everything mandatory since 1998. This is something that 
SOLAS regulation V/23 does not do, and we rely on flag and port 
States doing this in national legislation. This happens in some places, 
but not in others. The ISM Code addresses this issue by making 
compliance dependent on both SOLAS regulation V/23 and non-
mandatory recommendations, standards and guidance. 

The next time we talk about non-compliant boarding arrangements 
we should change the focus of our assessment of non-compliance. 
The message should be that the pilot boarding arrangement provides 
objective evidence of a non-conformity of an approved SMS with the 
requirements of the ISM Code. Moreover, this means that reports from 
pilots are as much about identifying ships which may pose a safety 
or pollution risk as they are about the safety of pilots; expanding on 
the public service tha pilots already provide in the context of safety 
of navigation and pollution prevention. 

This message is relevant whether engaging with IMO, flag States, 
port state control, Companies, masters, crews and other industry 
stakeholders. Moreover, it is relevant regardless of the outcome of 
work proposed by China to improve SOLAS regulation V/23. I would 
be interested to hear the views of our community. 

1  Paragraph 1.2.3.1 of Part A of the ISM Code.

2  These are listed in the IMO GISIS Module on Non-Mandatory
 Instruments. 

3  Paragraph 1.2.3.2 of Part A of the ISM Code.

Safe pilot boarding arrangements: 
A new way of talking about non-compliance

Matthew Williams, IMPA Deputy Secretary General.

SOLAS regulation V/23 provides for the safe embarkation of pilots, at least on paper. 
The IMPA Safety Campaign/Survey results and frequently shared anecdotal evidence 
indicates this is not always the case. This article is based on my knowledge of IMO’s 
regulatory framework and experience representing industry and offers a new way of 
talking about unsafe pilot boarding arrangements. 
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Honorary IMPA Membership

Mr Paul Kirchner receiving his Honorary IMPA Membership Certificate from Capt. Simon 
Pelletier, IMPA President during the 2022 Cancun Conference. This rarely given award was 
in recognition of Mr Kirchner’s long and dedicated service to the profession and to IMPA.

The report, Wind Turbine Generator Impacts to Marine Vessel Radar, 
states: “Vessel radars are not presently optimised to work in a wind 
turbine generator [WTG] environment. Globally, from 2010 to 2019, 
the capacity-weighted average offshore turbine size has grown from 
3.5MW to more than 6MW, and rotor [blade] diameters have grown 
from 100m to more than 150m. Taller WTG towers with longer blades 
and higher capacities are planned for deployment in the coming decade.

“Upcoming construction and operations plans include WTGs with 
hub heights and rotor diameters approaching 175 m and 250 m, 
respectively, spaced apart by roughly 1nm, with most developers 
submitting WTG capacities of at least 14MW.”

The authors explain that these turbines and their rotating blades can 
cause radar returns, which may appear as interference to vessel radars. 
As well as affecting boats’ systems, this “Doppler-spread clutter” 

could also cause disruption to the systems installed on buoys, ROVs 
and AUVs – and, beyond the maritime sector, could even interfere 
with air traffic control radar systems.

The report consequently urges the Bureau of Ocean Energy 
Management, plus any other “relevant federal agencies”, to develop 
a deeper understanding of the problem through the collation of 
data and modelling/simulation. The authors also call for “updated 
requirements for vessels less than 150gt to exhibit a radar reflector 
of suitable size and design while under way in, or adjacent to, a wind 
farm, to improve their detectability where practicable”, as well as 
“the promotion of radar designs with increased immunity to WTG 
interference”.

Bridge systems: 
Boat Radars “Not optimised” for Wind Farms

Source: Ship & Boat International Magazine – edition May/June 2022.

The surge in North American offshore wind farm development, coupled with 
increasingly large wind turbines, could cause considerable interference to boats’ radar 
systems, according to a recent report issued by the US National Academy of Sciences. 
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The boat slid alongside and Iain, a fit 6ft 2in marathon runner, put his 
weight on the pilot ladder tread two or three steps above the boat and 
prepared to climb. He had climbed no more than one further step, taking 
him a metre or so above the deck of the launch, when the ladder parted at 
the ship’s sheer strake and cascaded on top of him. He fell heavily with his 
back across the pilot launch rail. He was immediately conscious of severe 
back pain, while he had suffered head injuries from the falling ladder.

It was not, as he recounts today, the most spectacular fall and he 
acknowledges just how lucky he had been. Another few steps up, before 
the ladder had parted and the consequences could have been infinitely 
worse, while a fall into the water, with some 225kilos of tangled pilot 
ladder on top of him, was not something you wanted to even think about. 
The ladder itself, subsequently retrieved from the sea by another pilot 
launch, appeared to be in good condition, but the even break gave the 
appearance of having been sliced with a knife.

In some considerable pain, Iain was taken ashore at once, where he 
managed to walk into the Accident and Emergency department of the 
local hospital, where swelling and muscle damage was identified after 
examination and X-rays. The back pain persisted, although subsequent 
visits to his GP saw rest and exercise prescribed. As it transpired, when in 
the hands of a competent physiotherapist, he learned that the exercise 
had not been the correct treatment for such an injury.

It is good to report that Iain’s accident resulted in support and many 
good wishes from the pilot community in the UK and in other parts of 
the world. He was anxious to get back to work, needing to prove that he 
could still do the job and to counter any fears about “whether I can go 
back up the ladder”. Still in some pain, he was back at work a month after 
the accident and indeed, three and a half years after the incident, he still 
suffers from nagging pains in his back. He confesses that facing a climb 
up a long ladder, he feels a certain apprehension that was never the case 
before the accident. On a recent climb up the side of a ship, one of the 
magnetic clamps on the ladder came adrift, and the ladder twisted and 
jerked, he recalls reaching the deck of the ship “with my heart racing”.

But it is what happened in the months and even years after the accident, 
that demonstrated to Ian that in such cases, the victim, who in no 
conceivable way can be held responsible for what had happened to him, 
will be effectively on their own, with as he points out, “doors slammed 
against them”. Accordingly, he feels strongly that there is a need for far 
more awareness among his fellow pilots about just what they may be up 
against in the case of such an accident.

The accident, of course, was reported to the Maritime & Coastguard 
Agency, which asked for the ladder to be stored at the pilot launch station 
to aid their investigation, although it was never subsequently examined, 
while the launch crew were never interviewed, and no clarification was 
sought from Iain Baird. The master of the ship was interviewed by the 
MCA and statements, which were never verified, claimed that the launch 
itself had “pulled down the ladder”, as it ran alongside.

“Nothing to do with me, Guv” 
A Survivor’s Tale - Words by Michael Grey.

It was a perfect summer day with sunshine and smooth seas in Liverpool Bay in August 
2018 as the Liverpool pilot boat, with pilot Iain Baird embarked, approached the 
inbound container ship. It was a large vessel, with a high freeboard and he could see 
that a combination ladder arrangement was in place, with the pilot ladder giving access 
to the lowered gangway.

The ladder weighed in at 225 kilos.

Inspecting the fraid rope ends. 

The ladder simply gave way.
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Iain, who was, of course, the closest witness to the incident, states 
that this was not the case, but it was clear that the MCA inspector 
accepted the ship’s version of events and looked no further. The 
pilot launch operator refused permission for their own crew to 
make statements about the accident to Iain’s solicitor. The Marine 
Accident Investigation Branch, which would have been obliged to 
investigate had this been a fatality, clearly concluded that it was 
not sufficiently serious to require their intervention. What about the 
pilot’s own insurance scheme –surely they would be active on their 
member’s behalf? Sadly, as Iain discovered as he gradually started 
to learn things that he had never really appreciated, the scheme 
provided only for compensation if he was unable to work as a pilot 
again, or in the event of a fatality. It was as he describes it, “all or 
nothing” and in his case it was the latter. For insurance covering 
loss of earnings, and pilots may not know this, you need to buy 
full cover. Iain is a Unite member and the union provided him with 
a solicitor to progress his claim for compensation. For him, it was 
never about the money and the sums were modest, but as the 
victim, completely blameless in these proceedings, he does not see 
why he should be out of pocket. His solicitor was not a maritime 
specialist, but found that the claim was resisted by one of the major 
London law firms acting for the shipping company and represented 
by a master mariner. It seemed something of a “David & Goliath” 
action, as the opposition endeavoured to minimise the severity of 
his injuries, suggesting that this was proved by his swift return to 
work and the limited extent of his seeking help from the GP. Iain 
reflects that in his efforts to get back to work he had not been 
“doing myself any favours”.

In the event, the action was settled in the week before it was due in 
court, three and a half years on from the accident. This left Iain feeling 
rather flat, as he felt that his “day in court” might have enabled him 
to air so many of the issues that his experience had demonstrated. On 
reflection, settlement might have turned out to have been the better 
course. He still suffers from nagging back pains, but hopefully will, as 
time passes, be less apprehensive, as he puts his weight on a ladder.

But for the individual pilots, who might find themselves in a similar 
situation, there are surely lessons to be learned from Iain’s experience. 
For a start, the odds are stacked against the victim, with all the other 
interests fiercely intent on avoiding any liability for what might 
have happened. Indeed, the prevailing attitude might be summed 
up as “nothing to do with me, Guv!” Big companies will also employ 
heavy legal firepower to minimise the extent of their liabilities. For 
anyone taking the sort of risks routinely taken by a pilot, who finds 
it unavoidable to risk life and limb just getting to and from work, the 
most comprehensive insurance ought to be considered. Working pilots 
ought to perhaps better understand the role of the MCA, the MAIB and 
their limitations and that of their own association the UKMPA. 

Meanwhile, Iain is back at the day job. He is cautious about the 
standard of seamanship he sometimes sees aboard ship with 
sharpened awareness of the limitations of people who need tuition on 
how to tie a rolling hitch. But his experience, of somebody who finds 
that he is “on his own” after an accident not of his making, deserves 
a bigger audience

The pilot and the Master engaged in small talk as they proceeded 
and there was also an OOW and a lookout on the bridge. Another 
vessel underway in the vicinity had recently altered course to port 
and, unknown to the bridge team or pilot, was now in a potential 
close quarters situation. Almost 10 minutes passed before the 
potential close quarters situation was observed by local VTS and 
the bridge team alerted to the danger by VHF radio.

Only now, with the other vessel just 0.3 nm away, was it plotted. 
There was initially some confusion as to the speed of the other 

vessel as the value was changing; but this was be expected in the 
first minute after plotting as the ARPA target acquisition algorithm 
needs to refine the calculations. Emergency course alterations were 
made and the bridge team tried to communicate with the other 
vessel by VHF radio. As the distance decreased between the two 
vessels, the bridge team, now under some stress, sounded a long 
blast on the fog horn. Finally, the other vessel passed astern only 
35 metres away.

Near collision – vessels pass at 35 metres

In darkness, a vessel was proceeding to a busy anchorage under the con of a pilot who 
had just boarded. 

Lessons learned
A common mistake when a pilot boards is for the bridge team 
to relax; the unstated assumption is that the pilot has everything 
under control. Not so! The bridge team must continue to do their 
jobs in full support of the pilot and visa versa.

As part of a bridge team, never assume that someone else will see
it. It is possible for any member of the bridge team to make an 
error or miss a cue. YOU may be the only one that identifies a 
potentially hazardous situation, and for this reason, every bridge 
team member should be alert. 

The danger signal is at least five short blasts.

•

•

•
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25th IMPA Congress in Cancun 

Paul Schoneveld

Before I introduce myself, I must give great thanks to those country 
associations who have voted for and put faith in myself and the 
UKMPA to support the IMPA Executive function. Whilst I have been 
elected as Vice President, we must consider that you have also elected 
the UKMPA to support myself too. Without those strong foundations 
I am merely one person. We at the UKMPA believe that IMPA is an 
association of associations and that our commitment is to support 
the international community in the most professional way which is 
vital for the advance of IMPA. Again, we at the UKMPA thank you all 
for your support and I am enthusiastic to be involved with the running 
and development of IMPA. With the formalities over I hope you read 
with interest my story on how I arrived to the IMPA board.

So, September the 5th 2022 will mark the 40th year of my career 
in the maritime industry, and with the value of hindsight I would 
not have changed the course of that journey one bit. It had its 
challenges, but those challenges led to other opportunities that 
allowed me to study for three years in Cardiff University in 1997 
where I also met my wife. It all started as a 16 year old cadet on 
a train from Cardiff to Plymouth neatly dressed in the company 
uniform of my first shipping company Shell Tankers(UK) Limited 
in 1982, to gaining my master mariners certificate on the day my 
eldest son was born in 1995, and completing my sea going career 
in 2001 telling my then boss in the drydock bottom of Harland’s 
and Wolff in Belfast that I was leaving my position as one of the 
captains of the then largest fast craft in the world, Stena Lines HSS 

1500 to pursue a career as a Liverpool Pilot. It was in the very same 
dry dock bottom where the first ship I served on was built, I am 
not superstitious, but it felt a fitting place to end one period of the 
journey life leads us and embark on the next.

Now after twenty-one years as a Liverpool Pilot, I still look back 
and pinch myself to have had the opportunity to have joined the 
Pilotage Profession and inherit from my predecessors a well-found 
self-employed pilotage co-operative where all pilots enjoy equal 
status. That opportunity led me to get involved in the work of 
our pilot committee as a director from a very early phase in my 
career, becoming the treasurer 3 months after being authorised as 
a pilot for the next four years before eventually taking up the more 
political roles of representative and senior representative over a 
period of ten years, dealing with all outside stakeholders on behalf 
of our pilot co-operative as part of a team of four. During this 
time, significant changes were made with the help and work of 
my colleagues in Liverpool Pilots, past and present, which included 
moving into modern premises to house our simulator together 
with providing a pilot based in house resource management 
course delivered by pilots, that today is taught across the Globe. 
Employing our administrator “Julie” who is the bedrock of all we 
as pilots hate to do the dreaded paperwork and organisational 
tasks running a co-operative requires. To introducing a Safety and 
Quality management system, under the banner of ISPO and most 
importantly meeting the full training requirements of IMO A960, 
contractually agreed with our Harbour Authority. During this time, 
I also became a trustee director of the Pilot’s National Pension 
Scheme at a difficult financial time for the pension scheme which 
resulted in litigation in the UK’s High Courts to the benefit of all 
the funds members, securing their retirement income.

In 2020 I became an elected member of the United Kingdom 
Maritime Pilots Association (UKMPA), National Executive, as a 
representative of the Northwest UK and Northern Ireland Regions, 
and in the IMPA Conference in Cancun 2022 became one of the 
newly elected Vice Presidents of IMPA. Thank you to all those 
delegates who supported my nomination. Personally, it is a real 
honour to be afforded the opportunity to represent Pilots both 
Nationally and Internationally and I will work diligently to meet 
all the expectations placed upon me, with the support I will have 
from a very experienced team in the UKMPA, all of whom are full 
time working pilots with a wealth of diverse pilotage experience 
and knowledge, I can tap into.

In addition to looking forward to the challenges of the next 
years, I would like to express my thanks to all my colleagues in 
Liverpool Pilots who make it possible for me to attend meetings, 
conferences, and functions on behalf of the UKMPA & now IMPA, 
without which this would not be possible.

Outside of work I spend time across a broad range of interests 
from motorcycling, sailing, skiing, running, Welsh Rugby and 
touring the UK and Europe in our motorhome. So, till we meet 
again in the not-too-distant future, with best wishes to all, stay 
safe Paul Schoneveld. 

We are pleased to announce IMPA has elected its new Board of 
Executives during the General Meeting celebrated in Cancun, 
Mexico in June 2022.
 
Captain Simon Pelletier re-elected President
Captain Alvaro Moreno elected Senior Vice-President and Treasurer 
Captain Ricardo Falcao re-elected Vice-President

Meet the new team: 

Captain Paul Schoneveld, Vice President
Captain S. M. Goag, Vice President
Captain Andre Gaillard, Vice President
Captain Adam Roberts, Vice President.



membrane-type LNG carriers’ standard drawing. I did not see the 
ship’s completion because I left Samsung Heavy Industries before 
it was delivered. However, since then, Samsung Heavy Industries 
has been the best shipyard to build LNG carriers worldwide and has 
constructed about 200 LNG carriers. So I can be proud to say I laid 
the foundation for it.

In 1998, I completed the ship’s design, but the company could no 
longer receive new orders for LNG carriers. I had nothing to do as 
a designer for LNG carriers. So, after thinking about it, I decided 
to revive the dream of becoming a pilot that I had given up. That 
decision was a painful process to the extent that I even considered 
the divorce from my wife, who had strong opposition. However, in 
the end, my wife followed my decision. 

I joined HMM in 1998 and started working as a first mate. In 2002, 
I was promoted to captain, sailed until 2010, and passed the pilot 
examination in 2011. After being appointed to Ulsan Port in August 
2011, I completed about 800 times training, became a harbor pilot 
of the port of Ulsan in February 2012, and reached 10,000 pilotages 
on 18th Jan. 2022. Every time I reached 1,000 pilotages, I celebrated 
with the ship’s captain and crew because I love my job and think 
celebrating is worth it.

After starting my pilot career, I tried to greet the crew in their language 
to increase the intimacy with them. I figured out the nationality of 
the crew of the ships entering my port (30 countries), went to the 
library, found a conversation book about the nationalities of the crew, 
and wrote about ten greetings. (Good morning, good afternoon, 
good evening, hello? Nice to see you, Goodbye, See you again, Thank 
you, Merry Christmas, Happy New Year, etc.) And after memorizing 
them, I started greeting the crew in their language when I came on 
board and met for the first time. I think this helps significantly in 
softening and energizing the atmosphere of the bridge.

This is the story of my life.

As a member of the international affairs committee of the KMPA, 
I have been participating in the IMPA Congress since the 2014 
Panama Congress and made presentations as follows :

The Maneuverability of Very Large and Ultra Large Container Ship 
(2014, Panama)

Development of LNG Carriers and their maneuverability (2016, Seoul)

LNG Fuelled ship and LNG Bunkering (2018, Senegal) 

Ship maneuverability in an era of environmental focus (2022, Cancun)

My hobbies are pilotage, and I enjoy playing golf when pilotage 
is over. When IMPA headquarters received inquiries about pilot 
transfer arrangements from shipyards worldwide, they forwarded 
Korea’s former Vice President, Capt. Jason Choi. I used to handle the 
work on behalf of Jason for several years. I want to continue doing 
that work in the future. I think external bodies such as IMO, ICS are 
interested in the ships’ maneuverability in an era of environmental 
focus. Moreover, South Korea has several big shipbuilding yards, so I 
am in a relatively advantageous position to access them. Therefore, I 
will continue to keep an eye on the ships’ maneuverability with IMO 
strategy and regulation.
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SM Goag.

I was born in 1963 when Korea’s GDP was only $141, making it one 
of the poorest countries in the world. When I was in high school, 
my family was in trouble, and I couldn’t afford college. So I chose 
Korea Maritime University, where the government supported living 
expenses. At the time of entering the university, I didn’t know what I 
was going to do after graduating from the University. University life, 
eating free meals, was like the army, not easy, but four years passed 
quickly, watching the ships entering and departing from Busan Port 
every day. After graduating from university, I joined SK Shipping, 
which specializes in crude oil transportation, and started my life on 
board as a deck officer of a VLCC.

In 1990, the Korean government decided to transport LNG imported 
from Indonesia and Malaysia as Korean LNG carriers. As a result, 
SK Shipping won an order from Korea Gas Corporation to carry 
Malaysian LNG for 20 years and built it at Hyundai Heavy Industries.
In 1992, the company designated me as the chief officer in charge of 
cargo handling for the ship, working as a shipbuilding superintendent 
at the shipyard during ship construction and as a chief officer after 
delivery.

In 1994, I became the first chief officer of Korea’s second LNG 
carrier, YK Sovereign. I am proud of myself as a chief officer who has 
laid the foundation for LNG carrier operation in Korea’s shipping 
history, where there was no experience in operating LNG carriers. 
I got married in 1993, and my wife wanted me to quit sailing. So 
I followed my wife’s wishes, gave up sailing, and became a senior 
design engineer at Samsung Heavy Industries in 1997. I was in 
charge of cargo piping and cargo system engineering for the Mark 
III Membrane type LNG carrier built by Samsung Heavy Industries 
for the first time. I designed the cargo piping diagram, which 
substituted the Gaz Transport & Technigaz(French Membrane Cargo 
Containment patent company) drawing and became the world 
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Andre Gaillard

Andre Gaillard was born in southern France and grew up on 
the Mediterranean coast where he finished high school with a 
math and science focus.  He then went onto study at the French 
National Merchant Marine Academy of Marseille in 1991, where he 
obtained his unlimited captain’s certificate. His sailing career was 
mainly spent on passenger ships, cruises and ferries until 2002 and 
in 2003 became a pilot at the Marseilles-Fos station. 

During his early years as a pilot, he worked in data processing and 
developed computer applications to monitor piloting operations 
including integrated invoice software, while strategically 
incorporating Quality procedures at every step to strengthen 
policies and principles of risk reduction (control of vessel 
characteristics, non-conformities, etc.). Concurrently, Mr. Gaillard 
took the position of webmaster at the FFPM, French Maritime 
Pilot Association, and at EMPA where he developed national and 
international websites allowing the exchange of information 
between stations on problems relating to non-compliant ships.

In 2015, Mr. Gaillard was elected President of the Nice-Cannes-
Villefranche pilot station, a position he held until 2020. In addition 
to the modernization of computer tools for planning, control 
and invoicing of pilot operations, he worked on the ecological 
transition of piloting by implementing the 1st pilot boat in France 
with GTL (Liquid Gas) as well as investing in light pilot boats with 
lower diesel consumption. Furthermore, he developed the Pilot 
Operation Safety Management System of the Nice pilot station 
with the close collaboration of relevant authorities, port officers 
and pilots, on the basis of BRM.

Following a major accident which occurred in his piloting area, 
Andre Gaillard started investigating the psychological impact of 
pilotage incidents/accidents with a psychiatrist specializing in 
traumatology in order to asses and preserve the mental health of 
fellow pilots in his station.

Recently elected Secretary General of the FFPM, Mr. Gaillard 
launched a study on pilot transfer accidents over a period of 20 
years. He also created a working group on digital transformation 
within the FFPM, took an interest in new technologies to reduce 
the carbon footprint of pilot stations, and finally launched the 
Critical Incident Response Program for French maritime pilots in 
collaboration with Air France plane pilots.

André is passionate about new technologies, information systems 
and communication and loves to run and sail for fun. 

Adam Roberts

Adam has been a full time Marine Pilot since 2011 years. He 
worked in Port Kembla NSWW for 8 years before transferring 
to the Newcastle. Prior to this he spent 17 years at sea, his last 
seagoing assignment was as Master on LNG Tankers. 

In addition to being an active board member with the Australasian 
Marine Pilots Institute(AMPI), serving as their point of contact 
for the Asian Maritime Pilots Forum in addition he has served as 
IMPA’s representative to ISO TC/8 since 2018. His work at ISO 
TC/8 saw him selected to be project lead for drafting the ISO 799 
Pilot ladder series. He is a passionate advocate for a strong pilot 
profession. The pilot profession needs an influential voice at all 
levels, in particular, Internationally on Pilot Safety. 

When he has the chance he can be found attempting to catch fish, 
travelling or riding a motorbike (in a very amateur fashion) with 
his son, nieces and nephews.
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IMPA has been nominated to receive the 2022 
SAFETY4SEA Initiative Award.

This award is a recognition to those 
organisations that sparked, realized 
or significantly contributed in any 
initiative fostering safer and sustainable 
shipping.

We encourage you to support IMPA 
and cast your vote before September 
2nd, 2022. You can vote from the IMPA 
website and Community Hub!
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IMPA’s 2022 Conference in Cancun was without doubt a great success and 
marked a return to face-to-face exchanges between our diverse membership.
 
Great credit is to the due to the hosts Sindicato Nacional de Pilotos de Puerto and their leader Capt. 
Mario Camacho who had to endure and manage a 2-year hiatus due to the Covid 19 pandemic. The 
overall attendance of 200 pilots from 30 countries showed a strong commitment to IMPA’s work and 
the election process re-invigorated the Executive after a long and difficult period.
 
The Association is in good health and the montage below shows some scenes from a very productive 
and thoughtful event.

Nick Cutmore after his valedictory address

MASS session

Capt. Camacho, Mr Guy Platten, ICS Secretary General 

and Capt. Pelletier

VIP guests

Safety session

Opening ceremony

Mexican Navy Representatives

Mr Clay Diamond, APA Executive Director voting dur-
ing the IMPA GM

Left to right - Capt. Mario Camacho, host of the IMPA 

Conference, Mr Lim, IMO Secretary General and Capt. 

Simon Pelletier, IMPA President





The report stated that since “the pilot has the conduct of the navigation 
and the shipowner remains vicariously responsible for liabilities arising 
from the pilots’ acts or negligence… whenever incidents occur that result 
in substantial P&I liabilities … the question arises of whether there is any 
liability on the part of the pilot or the relevant pilotage body, and whether 
insurance coverage for such liability exists. … even where recourse is 
possible, the potential levels of financial liability are often low and such 
liability may not be covered by insurance. … therefore … widespread 
legislative change and associated insurance regimes is considered 
unrealistic… “

Liability on the part of Shipowners and Pilots calls for just a brief look 
into the history of law regulating compulsory Pilotage.

Over centuries, Pilots were held liable for damage caused to other ships 
or objects during compulsory pilotage, while Shipowners and Masters 
had absolute freedom from claims. 

Not to go too far back in time, the last body of law relieving Shipowners 
and Masters of a piloted vessel from any liability for damage caused 
by Pilots was the Merchant Shipping Act of 1894, stating: “An owner or 
master of a ship shall not be answerable to any person whatever for any 

loss or damage occasioned by the fault or incapacity of any qualified pilot 
acting in charge of that ship within any district where the employment of 
a qualified pilot is compulsory by law”.

The obvious issue was the insufficient financial capability of 
compensation for damages on the part of the Pilot.

The scales tipped in Pilots’ favour in the early 20th century. The UK 
Pilotage Act, bringing major change and shift of liability was enacted in 
1913. Article 15 states: “… the owner or master of a vessel navigating under 
circumstances in which pilotage is compulsory shall be answerable for any 
loss or damage caused by the vessel or by any fault of the navigation of the 
vessel in the same manner as he would if pilotage were not compulsory”.

With slightly different wording, this particular rule remained the same 
in the current 1987 Pilotage Act imposing liability for accidents during 
compulsory pilotage onto Shipowners and Masters.

The Act allows for compulsory Pilots to be held liable, but their liability is 
limited to a symbolic amount of £1,000 in the UK and a similar amount 
in other jurisdictions. As a result, Shipowners became the primary source 
of compensation for damages through their P & I Clubs.

In much of the rest of the world, Port States took it one step further and, 
while imposing compulsory pilotage and authorising Pilots to take control 
of the navigation of ships plying their ports to secure the safety of both 
ships and ports, define Pilots as mere ‘advisors’ to Masters, thus effectively 
exempting Pilots from any liability arising out of their acts or omissions, 
also imposing responsibility onto Masters for any loss or damage caused by 
the ship regardless of the fact that the ship was under compulsory pilotage.

Pilots’ responsible task of bringing ships in and out of ports safely could 
hardly be achieved if they were only advisors to Masters.

Advice has no elements of compulsion. Advice can be accepted or 
rejected. If Pilots were advisors, then Masters would be in charge of 
manoeuvring the vessel, with their own choice of courses to steer and 
speed to maintain including control of tug boats. 

Of course, in practice, this is not the case. Pilots are tasked with control 
of navigation as experts on local conditions and on manoeuvring which 
they perform day in and day out in the same port or other compulsory 
pilotage area assigned to them.

On the other hand, Masters are not experts on manoeuvring due to the 
simple fact that they have limited opportunity to manoeuvre and in the 
case of very large ships with single propeller they cannot manoeuvre at 
very slow speeds in confined waters without the use of tug boats. 

Pilots are not advisors to Masters
Karolina Cirjack

According to the International Group of P & I Clubs’ “Report on P&I claims involving 
vessels under pilotage 1999-2019”, over the last twenty years, there were 1,046 incidents 
in which pilot error either caused or contributed to those events. The resulting liabilities 
were in excess of US$1.82 billion, with the average value per incident of approximately 
US$1.74 million. The Report considered incidents such as Allision/Contact with Fixed 
or Floating Objects (constituting 60% of the total number), Collision, Grounding and 
Navigation, including incidents caused by the wash of a vessel. 

Captain Karolina Cirjack. Consultant Master Mariner at KC Maritime Consultancy Ltd.
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And yet, Masters are expected to override Pilots’ orders and intervene 
when Pilots’ actions appear inadequate and pose risk to the safety of the 
ship. The problem here is that the Master’s perception of risk does not 
have to coincide with the much more experienced Pilot’s perception, in 
which case the Master’s intervention could make the situation worse.

And when a manoeuvre appears to go wrong or indeed goes wrong and 
requires intervention, it is right next to impossible to correct it. This is 
especially true when tugboats are in use, over which Masters have no control. 

As a result, the person in the spotlight of accidents that occur under 
compulsory pilotage is the Master of the ship.

In the aftermath of an accident, it is not only about the Master’s loss 
of reputation, or loss of employment and employment prospects. 
What gets largely ignored is the psychological impact of dealing with 
blame for being incompetent or negligent, even though the control of 
navigation belonged to the Pilot.

The only bright exception to the rule of considering Pilots as advisors 
to Masters is the Panama Canal where Pilots take absolute control of 
navigation through the Canal and are liable in case of an accident. 

Regulations on Navigation in Panama Canal Waters, Chapter V, Article 
92 states: “The pilot assigned to a vessel shall have control of the 
navigation and movement of such a vessel”. 

This simple, unambiguous rule is supported by the Panama Canal 
Authority accepting to “pay indemnity for damages … if the damage 
was caused through fault or negligence on the part of the Authority or 
its workers in the performance and within the scope of their duties...” The 
convoluted Master / Pilot relationship has been the subject of much 
debate and much has been written on the topic. 

While the industry concentrates on improving the interaction between 
Masters and Pilots, Capt. George Quick gives a concise and to the point 
explanation of the issue in his brilliant article “Master /Pilot relationship; 
the role of the pilot in risk management”, where Capt. Quick states that 
the starting point in solving the issue is understanding the role of the 
Pilot. And the role is certainly not advisory.

If the industry considers it unrealistic to change compulsory pilotage 
legislation, then at least the impossible expectations and the terrible 
burden of blame should be removed from Masters’ shoulders by 
“widening the circle of responsibility to include pilots, port authorities, 
terminal operators, VTS operations, channel maintenance and navigation 
aids, and all the various regulatory agencies in the circle of blame after a 
casualty”, as Capt. Quick rightfully points out.

Accidents under compulsory pilotage are not the only issue that 
seafarers have to deal with, but, on a positive note, there are still men and 
women willing to go to sea and take command although “the traditional 
privilege and honour associated with command appears instead to have 
become a risky and perilous burden” due to an ever-increasing range of 
responsibilities, but incommensurate legal rights.
 
International Group of P&I Clubs: Report on P&I claims involving vessels 
under pilotage 1999-2019

Capt. George Quick: Master/Pilot relationship; the role of the pilot in 
risk management 

The Standard Club: Pilotage bulletin

Collision with a fishing vessel in a restricted 
waterway 
As edited from official NTSB (USA) report MAB 21/21.

A loaded tanker was inbound under pilotage, making 11 knots in a restricted waterway. 
Visibility was initially low at about 0.5 nm, but the pilot told the Master that visibility 
was clear in the harbour and had been clearing for the last few hours. They agreed 
to continue the inbound transit. The pilot set up two portable pilot units (PPU) and 
informed the Master that he would hail outbound vessels to arrange port-to-port 
passages. A crew member was sent to the bow as lookout/ anchor standby. The fog 
horn was sounding from the forward mast.

Meanwhile, an outbound fishing vessel ahead had turned to starboard 
and was heading towards the channel at an angle of intersection of 
about 30°. On the tanker at this time, the pilot planned to meet an 
outbound commercial vessel by moving to the extreme right side of 
the channel, giving the centre channel to the outbound ship.

At 1535, the tanker’s pilot hailed the fishing vessel twice on VHF radio.
Although the operator of the fishing vessel did not respond, electronic
data shows that, shortly after the first attempted hail, the fishing 

vessel came 19 degrees to port. The predicted vector from the new 
heading, just north and slightly parallel to the outskirts of the channel 
boundary, indicated that the fishing vessel would continue to enter 
the channel at a very shallow angle, crossing ahead of the inbound 
tanker at about 8.4 knots. About one minute after the failed VHF 
communication with the fishing vessel’s operator, the tanker’s pilot 
sounded five short blasts. Electronic data shows the fishing vessel 
maintained its heading nonetheless.

Continued over on page 22
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About 90 seconds after the first danger signal and some 10 seconds 
after a second danger signal, the tanker collided with the fishing 
vessel, which capsized almost immediately. One crew member 
from the fishing vessel was rescued from the water alive. Another 
crew member was recovered from the water and pronounced 
deceased. The bodies of two other crew members were found 
within the wreck.

The subsequent official investigation could not determine why the 
fishing vessel’s operator did not slow or take substantial action to 
avoid transiting into the channel directly in front of the tanker, or 
what the captain of the fishing vessel was doing in the minutes 

leading up to the collision. It is possible the captain was away from 
the conn, was distracted, fell asleep, was unsure of what action to 
take, or was otherwise unable to respond to the developing situation. 
The captain’s failure to slow his vessel, act on his ARPA’s information 
or respond to the tanker pilot’s communications may have been due 
to a medical event.

Lessons learned
Much as in the previous MARS report, early communication can be 
an effective measure in averting close quarters situations. The use 
of VHF radio can help to dispel assumptions and provide operators 
with the information needed to better assess each vessel’s 
intentions. 

Never assume the actions of another vessel will be coherent or
logical. Many jurisdictions still do not require small vessel operators 
to pass competency requirements. Small boats should be watched 
carefully by professional mariners.

In near zero visibility, slow down. The resultant approach speed of 
the tanker and the fishing vessel was nearly 22 knots.

•

•

•

Collision with a fishing vessel while outbound 
from a port

As edited from official TAIC report (New Zealand) MO-2020-201.

A cargo vessel was leaving port under pilotage, in darkness but with good visibility. The 
bridge team comprised the pilot who had the con, the Master, OOW and a helmsman. 
Also on the bridge were three representatives of the vessel charterer who were making 
an observation trip to the next port.

As the vessel exited the port, the pilot handed the conduct of the 
vessel to the Master in preparation for disembarking. There was no 
discussion about traffic in the area during the handover, and the bridge 
team had not noticed the presence of an inbound fishing vessel some 
5 nm ahead. The OOW accompanied the pilot to the main deck and 
observed as the pilot boarded the pilot launch.

When the OOW returned to the wheelhouse the Master was in 
discussion with the three passengers. The OOW then observed a 
small vessel fine on the port bow. Viewed through binoculars, both 
the port and the starboard navigation lights were visible. The OOW 
informed the Master of the small vessel’s presence.

At this point, the fishing vessel was approximately 3.5 nm away, but 
it was not yet showing as a target on the radars because they were 
still set to the 3 and 0.75 nm range scales used to exit the port. The 
fishing vessel had a speed over ground (SOG) of about 7.8 knots. The 
SOG of the outbound cargo vessel was 8.2 knots. As the cargo vessel 

came clear of the port channel, the Master ordered the engine speed 
to be increased, giving a new SOG of about 11.8 knots. At this point, 
the vessels were about 10 minutes apart. 
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Lessons learned
Distractions on the bridge will ALWAYS lead to lower situational 
awareness. Unnecessary personnel or passengers on the bridge, 
portable phones, sundry other tasks other than navigation; these 
will erode your safe navigation.

Early warning of an impending collision by radar can only be 
achieved by long range scanning and target acquisition.

•

•

The official report found, among others, that;

The bridge team on board the cargo vessel, both during the pilotage 
and immediately after the pilotage ended, had low situational 
awareness of other marine traffic in the vicinity due to distractions 
(passengers on bridge) and the absence of long-range scanning to 
obtain an early warning of the risk of collision.

The sole watchkeeper on board the fishing vessel had low 
situational awareness of the risk of collision with the cargo vessel 
because the radar equipment was not used to plot the target’s 
track. Also, the watchkeeper on board the fishing vessel was not 
sufficiently familiar with the Colregs to undertake a sole watch.

•

•

A few minutes later, the OOW interrupted the discussion between 
the Master and the passengers to inform the Master of the developing 
situation with the fishing vessel. The Master acknowledged the OOW 
and continued the conversation with the passengers. The fishing 
vessel was now 1.5 nm away and on an apparent collision course, yet 
neither vessel had altered course.

The OOW now informed the Master that the fishing vessel’s CPA would 
be 0.047 nm. Soon after this, he told the Master that the fishing vessel’s 
Course Over Ground (COG) was 230°. The Master first confirmed with 
the helmsman that own ship’s course was 060°, then ordered the 
helmsman to alter course 10 degrees to starboard to avoid a collision. 
Soon after, the OOW informed the Master that the bow crossing range 
was 0.089 nm. At this point the Master ordered hard starboard and 
sounded one continuous long blast on the vessel’s whistle. Within 
seconds the cargo vessel and the fishing vessel collided.

The fishing vessel’s bridge was manned by a lone watchkeeper who 
was not sufficiently familiar with the Colregs to stand a watch. He 
had left the bridge about one minute before the collision to wake the 
Master, unaware that they were running into danger. As the crew and 
the Master regained the wheelhouse of the fishing vessel they heard 
the whistle of the approaching cargo vessel. The Master attempted to 
steer to safety but the two vessels collided shortly afterwards. Only 
minor injuries were sustained by the Master of the fishing vessel and 
the vessel sustained bow damage.

Fishing for lessons learned – Conclusion

Collisions between commercial ships and small vessels are 
unfortunately still a relatively common occurrence. Statistics from 
an Australian study (1990 to 2017) revealed 63 reported collisions of 
this type. The occurrences that were investigated found that a proper 
and effective lookout and taking early avoiding action in accordance 
with the Colregs could have prevented those collisions in almost 
every instance.

It is worth quoting an insight published in one Australian report of 
such an occurrence (ATSB/333-MO-2017-007):

“Human performance aspects that are relevant to some of these 
collisions include expectancy and confirmation bias. Expectations are 
based on past experience and other sources of information, and they 
strongly influence where a person will search for information, what 
they will search for and their ability to notice and recognise a target 
or relevant aspect of a situation (Wickens and McCarley 2008). If the 
expectations are incorrect, then a person will be less likely to detect 
the target or a relevant aspect of the target (such as the heading or 
speed).

People generally seek information that confirms or supports their 
hypotheses or beliefs, and either discount or do not seek information 
that contradicts those hypotheses or beliefs. When the available 
information is ambiguous, it will generally be interpreted as supporting 
the hypothesis. This confirmation bias is an inherent aspect of human 
decision-making and has been demonstrated to occur in a wide range 
of contexts (Wickens and Hollands 2000).

If an assessment of another vessel’s heading and speed is based on 
limited or incomplete information, there is a significant likelihood it 
will
be incorrect. However, aspects such as expectancy and confirmation 
bias mean an initial incorrect assessment may not be effectively 
identified and corrected.
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SEAiq Pilot Enterprise Subscription The Benefits

Simple Billing
Receive one bill quarterly for all your users.  
Pricing is only US $30/month per pilot.

Multiple Devices / Multiple Platforms
Each pilot can use SEAiq Pilot on all their laptops, tablets, 
and smart phones. All of these have the same software and 
data can be easily moved between devices.

Customization
Edit all menus to display only the settings you use. Create 
your own Quick Settings tab that list the features that are 
most often used.

Advanced Chart Overlays
Display chart overlays in a variety of formats, including 
ESRI Shapefile, Autocad DXF files, and various forms of 
bathymetric ENCs. 

SEAiq 
Pilot

sales@seaiq.com   I   www.seaiq.com

Premium 
Support

Extensive customization,  
and advanced features for your pilots 

with our Enterprise Subscription.

SEAiq Pilot is the only multi-platform piloting solution, 
combining a complete set of piloting features with 
unparalleled ease-of-use and is widely adopted in major 
ports and pilotage areas around the world. 

Our Enterprise Subscription is for organizations 
that desire premium support, extensive 
customization, and advanced features for  
their pilots; giving your questions, comments,  
and issues top priority. 

Contact us now 
to arrange!

30 Day 
Free Trial

Supports iPad, iPhone, Microsoft Windows,  
Android, and Apple MacOS

Support for:

...and many others

Navicom Dynamics , AD Navigation 
Marimatech, Cenkin, PilotsTech
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IMPA Officers HQS Wellington, Temple Stairs
Victoria Embankment
London WC2R 2PN

Tel:  +44 (0)20 7240 3973
Email:  office@impahq.org
Website:  www.impahq.org

Auditors: Knox Cropper, London, England

Enquiries
Enquiries regarding membership, editorial and subscriptions should be 
made to the IMPA Secretariat. “The International Pilot” is distributed to 
all IMPA members and is available on the IMPA website. The subscription 
rate for others is 1£ per edition. Subscribe to our newsletter though the 
IMPA website or contact us at office@impahq.org for an electronic copy. 
Opinions expressed in articles and letters are those of the authors only 
and may not represent the views of IMPA. IMPA does not necessarily 
endorse the products/services advertised in “The International Pilot”.

Advertising
Advertising in “The International Pilot” is essential to offset some of the 
costs of production. If you, or someone you know would like to place 
an advertisement, please contact the IMPA Secretariat. Our advertising 
rates are very competitive and our circulation reaches over 8500 pilots 
and sister associations worldwide.

IMPA Secretariat

President
Captain Simon Pelletier, re-elected
- Canada

Senior Vice President / Treasurer 
Captain Alvaro Moreno, re-elected 
- Panama 

Vice Presidents
Captain Ricardo Falcão 
- Brazil
Captain Paul Schoneveld
- UK
Captain S. M. Goag
- Korea
Captain Andre Gaillard, 
- France
Captain Adam Roberts
- Australia

Secretary General
Nick Cutmore

Deputy Secretary General
Matthew Williams

Relationship & Operations 
Manager
Eliane Blanch

Seafarers across the world need our support

The Seafarers International Relief Fund has been established 
to respond to the increasing and desperate needs of seafarers 
resulting from the pandemic and to deliver aid and relief to 
our keyworkers facing challenging times. To donate to SIRF visit: 
https://theseafarerscharity.enthuse.com/cf/seafarers-
international-relief-fund
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Price £95



TESTIMONIAL: 
"For more than 16 years, the Great Lakes Pilotage 
Authority (GLPA) has been working with the 
Maritime Simulation and Resource Centre (MSRC) 
as part of its Pilotage Quality Assurance program. 
ln 2022, in addition to our ongoing training 
program, we were able to count on the MSRC to 
prepare our pilots for the arrival of the first 
"Seaway Size" passenger ship to transit the Great 
Lakes region, the VIKING OCTANTIS. 
Successfully, the MSRC was once again able to 
meet this challenge by preparing a flawless 
mathematical and visual ship model and by 
developing new geographical and current 
databases that are realistic and adapted to our 
needs. 
The MSRC provides quality customer service and 
has a proactive team attentive to our needs." 

Ms. Michèle Bergevin 
Chief Executive Officer
Great Lakes Pilotage Authority 

EXPERIENCE QUEBEC CITY AND ITS 
UNIQUE ATTRACTIONS 

THE MSRC OFFERS: 

• Four Fully Equipped Interactive Simulators
networked to a common simulation contrai system

• Perfected own ship models suitable for pilot training and
advance manoeuvring

LEADING-EDGE TRAINING DEVELOPED BY PILOTS 
FOR PILOTS 

• Post-PanamaxVessels: New Challenges for Pilots
• Escort Operations for Pilots
• Advanced (Pilotage) Radar Techniques in Restricted Waters
• Emergency Shiphandling Procedures for Pilots
• Bridge Resource Management for Marine Pilots

(BRM-P) Renewal
• Azimuthing Propulsion Systems for Pilots
• Ship-to-Ship (STS) Manoeuvres
• Other specific training programs developed on request

TU RN KEY SERVICE FOR OPERATIONAL FEASIBILITY 
STUDIES 

• Manoeuvring feasibility studies for LNG Terminais
• Port modernization projects
• Transit procedures
• Establishing escort tug requirements and proced ures

Designing the model 
of the Viking Octantis
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